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Mind Your Language (MYL) is a market leader in the translation, editing, copy writing and
English training business.
A majority of our linguists are freelance professionals that work from home. We supply their skills to high
growth markets in Asia.

We manage the recruitment and control the quality of our linguists in-house.
Having a uniquely flexible workforce enables us to match our Clients needs exactly with unique linguistic skills.

Our goal is to enable our Clients to communicate perfectly in multiple languages in all of
their internal and external communications, region-wide.
Our strategy has enabled us to develop a Client base totalling in excess of 450 Clients, a large majority of which are
leading multinational businesses.

2008 Revenue Split
3% Copy Writing
5% English Training

37% Editing

Mind Your Language

55% Translation
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Translation
Eleven Asian and European languages executed by MYL’s global network of
translators, all managed through your own online account.

TRANSLATION CONNECT

TRANSLATION

It's three in the morning
in Hong Kong.
Translation done.

Nothing escapes

Connecting Your Offices; Driving Down Translation Costs

Expert Translators. Available at the Click of a Mouse. 24/7

Perfect Communication

TRANSLATION MONITOR

Helping you connect

mylGlobal.com

Perfect Communication

Translating News; Keeping Managers Informed

mylGlobal.com

Perfect Communication

mylGlobal.com

Editing
English and multilingual editing of important documents for
individuals returned in 6, 24 or 48 hours, or across your
entire organisation in real time for a fixed monthly fee.
EDITING

BRAND GUARDIAN

Save Time

CEOs and
Communication Directors
sleep better at night

Our Real-Time Editors Make Poor
English a Thing of the Past

Outsource English and Chinese Editing: Avoid Mistakes

Perfect Communication

mylGlobal.com

Mind Your Language

Perfect Communication
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Copy Writing
Original and creative copy for brochures, speeches, annual
reports and anything else that tickles your fancy, written by
MYL’s industry experts.

COPY WRITING

We have lots of bright ideas

Native English Speakers that Talk Your Language

Perfect Communication

mylGlobal.com

English Training
English language training courses, online, in the classroom
or a mix of both. Plus Language Assessment Tests for written
and/or spoken English.
LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT TESTS

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE
ENGLISH PROGRAMME (MYLEP)

Business English Training
That Fits

Well presented
Highly experienced
Right salary level

?
Tailored to the Needs of Your Staff

Perfect Communication

Mind Your Language

Good English

We Help You Tick all the Boxes

mylGlobal.com

Perfect Communication
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Since our inception,
we have produced
six consecutive years
of revenue growth,
culminating in record
turnover for the year
ended December 31, 2008

3

Since turning the business
profitable in 2006, we
have reported three
consecutive years of higher
profits

37%

Our 2008 return on our
shareholders’ equity

Mind Your Language

31%

Our 2008 return on our
shareholders’ assets

246

The number of corporate Clients
that opened accounts with MYL
in 2008

19,633

The number of online jobs
submitted by our Clients in
2008
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Dear Clients, Partners, Staff and Shareholders,
I am pleased to report that Mind Your Language has achieved another year
of record sales, record profits and record net margins for the period ending
December 31, 2008. The return on our shareholders’ equity was 37% in 2008
and, since we started in 2003, this is our sixth consecutive year of growth.
Our strategy of focusing on recurring income paid off nicely in 2008 as we
delivered profits in every month of the year, culminating in record revenues
for the month of December 2008.
But that’s all in the past. We know that we are only as good as the last
annual set of results and that dwelling too much on past successes doesn’t
count for much. It is clear to us (as I think it is to almost everyone else) that
2009 will be a very challenging business environment, and that only the very
best companies with the best strategies and people will continue to grow
and prosper. This actually excites us, because we think we will be one of
those companies and, as the old saying goes: “When the going gets tough,
the tough get going.”
Instead of reducing head count and getting glum, we are currently looking to
hire more top-class business development consultants so, if you know anyone,
feel free to ask them to drop me a line. And, instead of looking simply to cut
costs, we continue to spend as much time in our strategy meetings managing
the top-line as we do ensuring that operational efficiencies preserve our
bottom-line net margins in cast iron.
In 2008, we had a straightforward plan on how to continue to grow our business and it worked well. We have sharpened
this plan still further as we sail into the choppy waters of 2009. We have a strong strategy and we have great people. In
short, we believe that we have laid the foundations for further growth. All we need to do is to continue to execute our
strategies - flawlessly.
Not so long ago, when I told people I worked for a language service provider, I could see their eyes glaze over. There
was more money to be made in hedge funds, property ventures and anything to do with China. All that changed in 2008.
It is now back to basics, with simple businesses executing common sense strategies that deliver must-have services. We
think that’s the way it should be. With no debt, more cash than we have ever had and record free cash flow, we really
have never been in better shape and we think we’re in a great place to ride out the storm.
To our Clients: thank you for trusting us with your business. To our Partners and Staff: thank you for your unswerving
commitment. And to our Shareholders: thank you for believing in us.

Gerry Ball
Founder & Non-Executive Director

Mind Your Language
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“It is our belief that the quality we
deliver to our Clients forms the
bedrock of our success.”

By Simon Damodaran, Language & Operations Director
In managing our business, it is our belief that the quality
we deliver to our Clients forms the bedrock of our success
as, without quality, there can be no long-term performance.
The process starts before linguists are recruited, when their
applications are vetted using stringent criteria that ensure
that MYL works only with highly qualified and experienced
professionals. Possible candidates are then tested in their
chosen specialisations and references are checked, again to
ensure the quality of their work.
We also enroll our Clients in the quality control process by
providing free testing that allows them to select a Preferred
Translator/Editor. By including Clients in this process, we give
them the opportunity to select the linguist whose style they
like most, ensuring maximum satisfaction in all work. Our
linguists also work with a Style Guide, either provided by the
Client or compiled by MYL for them, to ensure accuracy and
consistency at all times.
In addition to the above measures, 10 per cent of all completed
jobs are sent for an additional QC review to ensure that high
service standards are being maintained.
Each user is able to give feedback, positive or negative, on
each completed job at the click of a button. This feedback is shared with the linguist, the MYL Account
Manager and me! We then all have a better understanding of what the user requires, enabling us to deliver
a better service, and develop deeper, more lasting relationships with each and every user.

Mind Your Language
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“We believe that long-term
business success comes from
earning the customer’s respect.”

By James Whale, Commercial Director
We believe that a significant factor in long-term business
success comes from earning the customer’s respect. In our
business, this means that, from the moment we engage
Clients, we need to listen to their needs, design a plan that
meets these needs and execute that plan exactly.
This philosophy reaped strong dividends in 2008. Throughout
the year, MYL opened 246 new corporate accounts, which
accounted for approximately 50% of all business. Reassuringly,
46% of these new accounts came from existing Clients’ internal
referrals, reinforcing the importance of our Client Relationship
Strategy.
Another factor in our success was that we knew going into
2008 that, as the economic slowdown began to take its toll,
there would be some sectors that would remain stronger
than others. For this reason, we made it a strategic point
to focus our efforts on such sectors as: Energy, Legal and
Accounting, and Medical. By focusing on core sectors, not
only were we able to generate more sustainable business, but
also we have improved our knowledge of Client needs in these
sectors, which has enabled us to penetrate further into these
specialised areas.
Despite economic uncertainties in the year ahead, we have created a solid foundation for future growth and
we believe that, even if the economies in which we operate continue to slow, our strategy and our service
offerings will continue to win market share.

Mind Your Language
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“Ultimately, our success depends
on what we have contributed to
the success of our Clients.”

By James Whale,
Commercial Director
Ultimately, our success depends on
what we have contributed to the
success of our Clients. It is, therefore,
important for us to understand what
these success factors are. With
valuable input from our Clients,
last year we made a significant
investment in a customised Client
Relationship Management system
that, among other things, asks: what
is it that our Clients value most? And
how do we score in these areas?
This system, which we call MOAD
(Mother Of All Databases), was
developed with scalability in mind
in order to enable us not only to
measure key metrics and improve
the overall service that we provide to our Clients, but also, critically, to maintain these improvements as we grow.
In 2008, the word “deepen” came up in our Client Relationship Strategy meetings probably more than any other. We
continue to recognise that, by working to deepen our relationships with existing Clients across more departments and
offices, not only have we been able to significantly increase the size of our business, but also we have been able to
improve the quality and consistency that we deliver.
We now give equal weight to our three primary strategies: Client Relationship, New Business, and Quality Control. As
2008 demonstrated, almost half of our new business came from existing Client referrals, proving that, if we can keep our
existing Clients happy, a considerable portion of our new business takes care of itself.

Mind Your Language
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Translation
Client:
Objective:
Strategy:

Results:

Leading Global Mutual Fund Company
Harmonise translation in Asia Pacific by outsourcing all
translation to one service provider.
Ensure translation testing is carried out in all local
markets in order to get local buy-in to the process.
Develop a detailed style guide of technical terms.
Standardised high quality translation across all markets.
Cost savings of 25% on annual translation costs.

Translation Monitor
Client:
Objective:

Provide senior European management with a translated
précis of local newspaper stories on the same day.

Strategy:

Designate three translators to translate local press
material related to the Client and the luxury car industry.

Results:

Mind Your Language

Leading Global Luxury Car Maker

Local, on-the-ground knowledge provided to senior
decision-makers in English on the same day as the
newspaper stories are published.
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English Editing
Client:
Objective:

Major International Property Management Company
Remove all expatriate staff from the editing
process in order to improve productivity and
maintain high written English standards.

Strategy:

Provide Asia-wide training to all non-native
English staff and provide 24/7 online access to a
real-time editing solution.

Results:

Standardised, high-quality written English across
all markets. Cost savings of over US$200,000
per annum thanks to eradicating the need for
expatriate staff to edit colleagues’ work.

Copy Writing
Client:
Objective:

Major Multinational Manufacturer of Lifts
Provide all staff in Hong Kong with examples of best
working practices using real-life examples.

Strategy:

Have one bilingual copywriter gain an intimate
knowledge and understanding of the company, and
liaise directly with the member of staff being rewarded.

Results:

HR staff outsourced the whole process to MYL, leaving
them more time to focus on core duties.

English Training
Client:

Leading Global Manufacturing and Technology Company

Objective:

Make English training accessible to all staff across Asia
Pacific.

Strategy:

Provide an online platform that allows any member of
staff with Internet access to complete assignments and
interact with native English teachers.

Results:

English training available to all staff, independent of
location, provided by highly qualified, experienced native
English-speaking trainers based around the world.

Mind Your Language
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Mind Your Language Limited
7A Trust Tower
68 Johnston Road
Wanchai
Hong Kong
(852) 2526 2397
service@myl.com.hk
www.mylGlobal.com
www.MindYourLanguage.com

